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Abstract— The widespread use of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems
has made multimedia content sharing more efficient. Users in a
P2P network can query and download objects based on their pref-
erence for specific types of multimedia content. However, most
P2P systems only construct the overlay architecture according to
physical network constraints and do not take user preferences
into account. In this paper, we investigate a social-based overlay
that can cluster peers that have similar preferences. To construct
a semantic social-based overlay, we model a quantifiable measure
of similarity between peers so that those with a higher degree
of similarity can be connected by shorter paths. Hence, peers
can locate objects of interest from their overlay neighbors, i.e.,
peers who have common interests. In addition, we propose an
overlay adaptation algorithm that allows the overlay to adapt
to P2P churn and preference changes in a distributed manner.
We use simulations and a real database called Audioscrobbler,
which tracks users’ listening habits, to evaluate the proposed
social-based overlay. The results show that social-based overlay
adaptation enables users to locate content of interest with a
higher success ratio and with less message overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of P2P systems has made sharing mul-
timedia content, such as music and video files, more efficient.
In a social network, people with similar tastes in multimedia
content (e.g., people who like jazz music) form a community
to share their experience and knowledge. Like people who
form social networks, some users of P2P networks have a
preference for various types of multimedia content, which may
affect the way they query and download content. Although P2P
users normally exchange multimedia content with other users
who have similar tastes, the architecture of most well-known
P2P systems is based on physical network constraints only
and does not take user preferences into account. To remedy
the situation, in this paper, we propose a social-based P2P
overlay that can leverage social phenomena to improve the
efficiency of content sharing in P2P systems.

In sociology, a social network [1] is comprised of a set
of actors (nodes) that may have relationships (ties) with
one another. Sociologists normally use graphs to represent
information about relationship patterns between social actors.
Such graphs are also called “socio-grams” in sociology. The
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design of social-based P2P overlay networks is motivated by
the concept of socio-grams. More specifically, the objective
of the proposed social-based P2P network is to build a socio-
gram as an overlay topology for the P2P network.

In a socio-gram, an edge between a pair of nodes indicates
that a tie exists between two adjacent nodes; for example, if we
are interested in each node nominates which nodes as friends,
an edge can be used to represent a friendship tie. In a P2P
network, a user hopes to obtain objects of interest from peers
who have similar tastes and can provide the requested objects.
The key to efficient and scalable searches in unstructured P2P
systems is to cover nodes holding the requested objects as
quickly as possible and with as little overhead as possible.
Actually, the only way to find objects of interest is to continue
visiting peers until one that holds the requested object is found.

In this paper, instead of building a friendship socio-gram, we
build a similarity-based socio-gram as a P2P overlay topology,
where a similarity tie between two peers exists if they have
common interests in specific types of multimedia content.
Hence, in the proposed social-based overlay, peers sharing
similar interests can be connected by shorter paths so that
they can exchange multimedia content efficiently. Specifically,
whenever a peer requests an object of interest, it can locate the
object among its neighboring peers, i.e., the peers who have
similar tastes and are more likely to hold the requested object.

The following factors determine the efficiency of a social-
based overlay. (1) Similar peer selection: in decentralized
P2P systems, it is challenging to define user preferences and
identify peers who have similar tastes. (2) Distributed overlay
adaptation: a system can collect information about all users to
estimate the similarity between peers. However, the centralized
method is not scalable, and it can not cope with changes of
users’ preferences and network dynamics, i.e., churn (defined
as the dynamics of peers joining or leaving [2][3]). Therefore,
a distributed adaptation algorithm is required so that each
peer can discover its similar peers and maintain overlay links
distributedly and dynamically.

The goal of this paper is to model a distance measure that
quantifies the similarity between peers; hence, peers can form
an effective social-based overlay based on the proper similarity
measure. On the other hand, we propose an overlay adaptation
algorithm that uses a random walk technique to sample the
population and discover similar peers from the randomly
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Abstract—Structured peer-to-peer overlays support

compelling applications such as large-scale file systems and

distributed backup using the distributed hash table (DHT)

interface. While unstructured file-sharing systems continue

to flourish, wide adoption of structured applications has

been elusive. We explore an alternative path to deployment

of these applications by asking the question, can structured

applications be run on top of unstructured overlays? We

build an unstructured distributed hash table (UDHT) on

top of state of the art search and topology management

mechanisms, and evaluate whether it can sufficiently emu-

late properties of DHTs to support structured applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Research on structured peer-to-peer overlay net-

works [21], [20], [18] has produced a number of com-

pelling large-scale distributed applications, everything

from Internet-scale storage [17], distributed backup [4]

to application-level multicast [2] and cooperative web

caching [13]. Despite their obvious advantages, these

applications have seen relatively limited deployment in

the wild, with the only exceptions being file-sharing

networks [7] and infrastructure-based services such as

Coral [8].

The exact cause for the limited deployment of struc-

tured overlay applications is unclear. Some believe

that currently proposed applications are too resource-

intensive for the typical home user. Others argue that

structured overlays are too complex, incur too much

control overhead, or are not robust against node churn.

These arguments have been disputed by both recent liter-

ature [1], [16] and by the successful deployment of DHT-

based file-sharing networks such as E-donkey [7]. Fi-

nally, since most mechanisms on structured overlays rely

on probabilistic algorithms, e.g. data placement/location

and load-balancing, many believe that at scales below

a critical threshold, e.g. thousands of users, structured

applications may deviate from expected performance,

exhibiting imbalance in load distribution and incom-

plete and inconsistent routing table entries. Similarly,

their advantages of reduced per-node routing state (log-

arithmic to size of network) only become evident at

large scales. This provides an “inverse scaling” problem,

where smaller structured overlay networks exhibit poten-

tially undesirable properties, thus impeding the growth

of structured applications to larger user populations.

In this paper, we attempt to circumvent these chal-

lenges through an alternative deployment path for struc-

tured overlay applications. As a start, we explore the fea-

sibility of efficiently implementing the basic features of a

DHT on unstructured overlays and thus deploying DHT-

based structured overlay applications on an Unstructured

Distributed Hash Table (UDHT). Supporting structured

applications on unstructured overlays means we could

avoid pitfalls such as the inverse scaling problem and

leverage deployed file-sharing networks to bootstrap a

large-scale structured network. In addition, our UDHT

would support flexible searches provided by file-sharing

systems along with location of rare objects like DHTs.

Unlike hybrid networks [14], a UDHT supports both

unstructured and structured overlay functionality in a

single network.

The key contributions of this paper are: One, we

leverage state-of-the-art algorithms in data location, data

replication, and topology management from unstructured

P2P networks, and synthesize the core data placement

and data location algorithms of UDHT. Two, we propose

support mechanisms for data maintenance and replica-

tion, providing a fully functional implementation of the

DHT interface commonly used by structured P2P appli-

cations (Section III). Three, we measure the effectiveness

of UDHT, through detailed simulation, to locate any

randomly chosen file and thus provide the deterministic

data storage and retrieval functionality required by struc-

tured applications (Section IV). Though we sacrifice the

guaranteed lookup properties provided by the DHTs, our

evaluation shows promising results to motivate further

investigation in this direction. Four, we identify the

main hurdles in making our UDHT approach practical

to support large-scale structured applications and present

(Section V) a discussion of further optimizations to

improve UDHT.
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Abstract— During the past few years, unstructured peer-to-
peer (P2P) file-sharing systems have witnessed a significant
increase in popularity. However, there lacks a systematic study
on graph properties of the overlay topology. In this paper, we use
accurate snapshots of the Gnutella overlay that span over roughly
three years to explore changes in graph properties over long
timescale. We investigate the effect of network address translation
(NAT) on topology analysis. We examine a wide spectrum of
graph properties characterizing the Gnutella top-level overlay
topology and illustrate some interesting results. We find that
the connection limit plays an important role in forming the
unstructured overlay topology.

I. INTRODUCTION

During recent years, unstructured peer-to-peer (P2P) file-
sharing systems have experienced a dramatic increase in
popularity and contributed a significant portion of the total
Internet traffic. Examining graph properties of unstructured
P2P systems is of great importance. First, we can gain detailed
insight into the nature of the underlying system. Moreover,
graph properties can affect performance of network algorithms
and possibly performance of the networks. For the more,
studying graph properties can facilitate generation of accurate
artificial topologies for simulation.

The Gnutella network has been extensively examined during
the past few years because of its wide deployment and huge
user populations. Earlier research [1] [2] has studied charac-
teristics of Gnutella overlay topologies. These previous studies
were conducted more than 4 years ago on much smaller user
populations. Moreover, they used either partial or distorted
snapshots of the Gnutella network and thus the accuracy of
their results was significantly affected [3]. While recent work
[4] [5] studied the accurate snapshots, they conducted only a
limited number of analysis. A complete picture of the Gnutella
overlay strongly requires a systematic study on the graph
properties. Our paper tries to fill this gap by examining the
overlay topology from an array of perspectives.

In this paper, we use three accurate snapshots of the
Gnutella overlay that span over roughly three years to ex-
plore changes in graph properties over long timescale. We
investigate the effect of network address translation (NAT)
on topology analysis. We examine a wide spectrum of graph
properties characterizing the Gnutella top-level overlay topol-
ogy illustrate some interesting results. To our knowledge, our
work is the only study that examines such diverse and com-
prehensive metrics. Our results show that the connection limit
plays an important role in forming the unstructured overlay
topology. Due to the limited space, we limit the explanation
of the implications of our findings and the potential underlying
causes and explore these issues as future work.

TABLE I
BASIC TOP-LEVEL STATISTICS OF OUR GNUTELLA SNAPSHOTS

Basic Stat. 10/18/04 02/02/05 05/29/06
n (num. of nodes) 122,776 161,668 409,027
m (num. of edges) 1,317,702 1,940,183 5,264,680
"k# (avg. degree) 21.47 24.00 25.74
"c# (node clustering coef.) 0.02197 0.01781 0.01613
"!# (avg. coreness) 12.89 15.20 16.63
"d# (avg. distance) 3.904 4.005 4.263
""# (avg. eccentricity) 6.932 7.481 6.950
"b# (avg. node betweenness) 301,030 404,542 1,076,450

Our study focuses on the top-level topology of the Gnutella
network. Modern Gnutella network adopted a two-tier overlay
topology, which divides peers into two groups, ultrapeers and
leaf peers, as shown in Figure 1. There also exist some peers
called legacy peers, employing the old version of Gnutella
network. The ultrapeers and legacy peers form the top-level
overlay, while the bottom-level overlay merely comprises
leaf peers. The top-level constitutes the backbone and is the
most influential part of the whole network. Therefore, we
concentrate on the characteristics of the top-level (ultrapeer)
overlay in this paper.

With the Gnutella crawler Cruiser [3], we have captured
more than 20,000 snapshots of the Gnutella network from 2004
to 2006. In this paper, we examine three snapshots, namely
10/18/04, 02/02/05 and 05/29/06, with each snapshot selected
from one different year. Modeling peers by vertices and
connections between peers by edges, we treat these snapshots
as undirected graphs. In this paper, terms peer, ultrapeer,
vertex and node are interchangeable. Table I presents basic
statistics about the three snapshots.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
investigates the effect of NAT boxes on overlay topology
analysis. In section III, we illustrate the set of graph properties
derived from our snapshots. Finally, Section IV concludes our
work.

II. EFFECT OF NAT BOXES

Figure 2 plots the node degree distribution of the Gnutella
network, i.e., the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of
node degree p(k) = n(k)/n, where n(k) is the total number
of k-degree nodes. The node degree distributions for all three
snapshots look similar. The degree distributions have two
distinct segments around a spike in degree of 30, which
coincides with the results of [4]. This is because the top-level
connection limit of common Gnutella client softwares, such
as Limewire and BearShare, is set to be 30 by the software
designers. The nodes with degree lower than the limit are in a
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Abstract—Internet measurement studies utilize traceroute-
based path traces to build representative Internet maps. These
maps are then used to analyze various topological characteristics
of the Internet. IP alias resolution is an important step in
building a map from a set of collected path traces. In this
paper, we study the impact of incomplete IP alias resolution on
Internet measurement studies. Using a set of synthetic topologies
and a genuine topology map, we experimentally show that the
accuracy/completeness of alias resolution has an important effect
on the observed topological characteristics. The results obtained
in this work point out the importance of IP alias resolution and
call for further research in alias resolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the topological and functional characteristics
of the Internet is an important research issue. This understand-
ing is not simply an intellectual curiosity but also a necessity to
better design, implement, and operate the underlying network
technologies, protocols, and services. In response to this need,
the research community has been analyzing the topological
characteristics of the Internet by using topology maps collected
from the Internet.

Most measurement studies utilize a well-known Internet
debugging tool called traceroute to collect a router-level
topology map from the Internet. Traceroute returns a path
from the local system to a given remote system by identifying
the routers in between. After collecting the path traces, the
information needs to be processed to build the corresponding
network topology. This step involves several tasks including
(1) verifying the correctness of the collected paths, (2) re-
solving unresponsive routers that are represented by ’*’s in
traceroute outputs, and (3) resolving IP addresses belonging
to the same router. The first task is relevant when certain types
of traffic engineering practices cause traceroute to return paths
that do not correspond to actual paths in the network [1].
This happens when a router forwards consecutive traceroute
probes on different paths toward the destination. The second
task is needed because not all routers respond to traceroute
probes all the time [2]. Finally, the last task is an artifact of
the traceroute-based topology collection procedure and is the
main focus of the work presented in this paper. Note that,
sampling bias, an artifact of traceroute based sampling, is an
important issue for the topology collection process [3]. In this
paper, however, we only analyze the effect of alias resolution
problem on the collected topologies.

Routers have multiple interfaces each one having a different
IP address. A router may appear on multiple path traces with
different IP addresses. Therefore, there is a need to identify
and group IP addresses belonging to the same router, an
operation referred to as IP alias resolution. Several tools have
been proposed to resolve IP aliases including mercator [4],
iffinder [5], ally [6], AAR [7], APAR [8], and others [9],
[10]. The current best practice is to use the existing tools to
resolve IP aliases to build a topology map. However, there
is no practical way to measure the success rate of the alias
resolution process. That is, it is extremely difficult to collect
the underlying topology information for verification purposes.
In fact, the lack of the underlying topology information is the
main reason that leads the researchers to conduct traceroute-
based topology collection studies.

One largely overlooked issue so far is to understand the
impact of the alias resolution process on the observed topo-
logical characteristics of the collected topology maps. If the
impact is acceptably small, then we could have confidence
on the conclusions of the measurement study even without an
alias resolution process. On the other hand, if the impact is
high, the conclusions of the study may significantly depend on
the accuracy of the alias resolution process. Although several
recent studies pointed out the impact of incomplete alias
resolution on certain measurement results [11], [12], to the best
of our knowledge, there is no systematic work that quantifies
the impact of incomplete alias resolution on traceroute-based
Internet measurement studies.

In this paper, we present an experimental study to quantify
the impact of alias resolution on Internet topology measure-
ment studies. We use both synthetic and genuine data for
our study. In the first part, we generate several synthetic
network graphs to represent the Internet. Then, we emulate
traceroute functionality to collect a number of path traces from
the network graphs. During topology construction, we use
different success rates for the alias resolution process to obtain
different sample topologies. We then study various topological
characteristics of these sample topologies to quantify the
impact of alias resolution on the observed results. In the second
part, we use the existing alias resolution tools to build sample
topologies from a set of path traces collected from the Internet
and conduct similar analysis.

Our main conclusion in this study is that the completeness
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Abstract—In this paper, we quantitatively evaluate how sam-
pling decreases the detectability of anomalous traffic. We build
equations to calculate the false positive ratio (FPR) and false neg-
ative ratio (FNR) for given values of the sampling rate, statistics
of normal traffic, and volume of anomalies to be detected. We
show that by changing the measurement granularity, we can
detect anomalies even with a low sampling rate and give the
equation to derive optimal granularity by using the relationship
between the mean and variance of aggregated flows. With those
equations, we can answer for the practical questions that arise
in actual network operations; what sampling rate to set in order
to find the given volume of anomaly, or, if the sampling is too
high for actual operation, then what granularity is optimal to
find the anomaly for a given lower limit of sampling rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

With threats against Internet security increasing, monitoring

Internet traffic and detecting anomalous traffic, such as DDoS

(distributed denial of service) attacks has become a critical

task in network operations.

Monitoring techniques range from counting the volume of

traffic on a link by using an SNMP MIB [1] to capturing

packets transferred through networks by applying mirroring

at switches and/or routers or tapping the link. The former

method has a drawback in that it provides only the traffic

volume and no information about the source and victim of

the detected anomaly. On the other hand, the latter method

gives rich information but lacks scalability because capturing

a large volume of packets is still difficult and installing cap-

turing devices throughout the whole network is prohibitively

expensive.

Recently, because of its easy implementation and rich infor-

mation for identifying and diagnosing anomalous traffic, flow

monitoring at routers has been used for these purposes [2],

[3]. This method mainly provides 5-tuple of flow information

through the routers. There have been many studies on detect-

ing and diagnosing anomalous traffic using flow monitoring

results [4], [5]. However, in a high-traffic-rate environment,

flow monitoring increases the load on the router. To decrease

this load, sampling has been introduced for flow monitoring. It

is naturally expected that sampling will introduce uncertainty

into the measurement results, so it is necessary to determine

how the detectability of anomalous traffic will be affected by

sampling.

Two recent studies reported the effect of sampling on

anomaly detection [6], [7]. While they comprehensively stud-

ied various sampling methods and anomaly detection methods

using actual anomalies in their data, they don’t give explicit

equations for the relationship between detectability and sam-

pling rate. Thus, there was still no answer for the simple

question, “to detect a 10-Kpps anomaly in normal traffic whose

baseline is 200-Kpps, what is the maximum sampling rate?”

This is important for network operators. In [8], Kawahara

quantitatively evaluate how sampling decrease the detectability

of anomaly in the number of flows. However, to the best of our

knowledge, there have been no studies that provide an answer

to the above question for the anomalies with large number of

packets, which is required for actual network operation.

In this paper, we simply focus on packet-volume based

anomaly, and evaluate the effect of sampling on anomaly

detection. We then derive the relationship among the size of

anomalies to be detected, the statistics of normal traffic, and

the sampling rate. By using the relationship, we provide the

optimal sampling rate or maximum detectable anomaly with

given parameters such as normal traffic statistics. In addition,

we show that by changing the measurement granularity, we

can detect anomalies even with sampled traffic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,

the effect of sampling on anomaly detection is derived the-

oretically and an evaluation of actual traffic data is given.

Then, in section III, under the sampling, which granularity

of traffic monitoring is optimal with given evaluated to detect

give volume of anomalies.

II. EFFECT OF SAMPLING

A. False Negative/Positive Ratio with Packet Sampling

By definition, anomalous traffic is detected by its deviation

from normal traffic behavior or statistics. If sampling changes

the statistics of normal and anomalous traffic flows equally,

then detectability does not depend on the sampling rate.

However, as shown below, while the mean rates of normal

and anomalous traffic decrease linearly as the sampling rate

decreases, the variance of the normal traffic does not decrease

as fast for a very small sampling rate. This is because, sam-

pling itself introduces deviations into sampled traffic. Thus,

sampling increases the relative variance of normal traffic, and

it is possible that the detectability of anomalous traffic is

decreased. Thus, we derive the relationship for this effect.

In the following of the paper, we assume that packets

are sampled using a random packet sampling method, where
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Abstract— The increasing complexity of the Internet demands
continued improvements to measurement techniques and data
analysis methods to aid our understanding of network operation.
The availability of accurate measurement data is necessary in
many areas ranging from attack detection, novel pricing schemes,
buffer dimensioning and switch design to general network man-
agement. In this paper, we develop a theory for accurate and
unbiased Internet traffic measurement using the tools of Poisson
random sampling. We show how this approach helps in storing,
managing, and aggregating data from different sources with
independent clocks and sampling rates. We present results that
show that stochastic sampling maintains important information
about network measurements that would be lost when using
conventional uniform sampling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate Internet traffic measurements are critical for under-
standing and effectively managing network operations. Traf-
fic data also is a vital source of information for planning,
billing, anomaly and intrusion detection, and developing new
network designs. Ever increasing data link rates to support
traffic demands make it virtually impossible to record and
store information on every packet that is transmitted. Instead,
the common current practice for traffic measurement is to
sample or aggregate information. For example, to estimate link
utilization, the size of all packets is added and averaged over a
fixed-length interval. Estimation over fixed intervals essentially
amounts to uniform sampling of the integrated traffic.

The inherent problem with this approach is that the observed
arrival process on a high data rate link inevitably contains
extremely high frequencies. It is well known that uniform
sampling of a stochastic process whose bandwidth exceeds
half the sample rate (i.e., the “Nyquist rate” of the sampling
process) introduces spectral folding known as aliasing. That is,
the sampled process is both missing the true high-frequency
components and containing false low-frequency components
due to aliasing. No practical measurement and storage system
can implement uniform sampling at frequencies that are high
enough to avoid this problem.

A close look at factors influencing packet arrival rate
reveals several that lead to high-frequency periodicity causing
aliasing in uniform sampling of observed traffic. These include
deterministic link transmission times, common speeds for
numerous switches and routers, packet lengths that are mostly
fixed due to long TCP flows, oscillations induced by TCP
feedback loops, etc. As we show with examples from real data,

these periodicities are manifested as spikes in the frequency
spectrum of the traffic process. The frequencies of these spikes
(and parameters of the corresponding process components)
provide exactly the information that is most valuable for under-
standing, modeling, planning and design, and it is exactly the
information that uniform sampling misses. Misleading spectral
information causes severe problems for the very purposes for
which we are attempting traffic measurement in the first place:
it impedes understanding of the traffic components and it
leads to erroneous statistics (mean, variance, and correlations)
used for network planning, design and operation. Given these
considerations, it is perhaps not too strong a statement to say
that the currently ubiquitous uniform sampling methods are
fundamentally unsuitable for measuring Internet traffic.

It has long been recognized that one way to overcome
aliasing in sampling is to sample at random intervals rather
than at uniform intervals. In particular, Poisson sampling (that
is, sampling with random intervals that are independent and
exponentially distributed with a given average rate) has the
property that the frequency domain error due to sampling ap-
pears as constant power noise rather than aliased components.
While this noise could potentially drown out flat parts of the
observed signal’s power spectrum, its constant-power nature
also allows spectral peaks (at any frequency) to be correctly
recognized in the sampled data (as long as the peak amplitudes
exceed the noise floor).

In this paper, we develop a stochastic sampling framework
for Internet traffic measurement. Starting from the theoretical
foundations of Poisson sampling and Internet traffic models,
we develop a modified sampling algorithm that is useful for
practical, networking-specific measurement applications. We
use recent advances in the theory of Poisson counter-driven
stochastic differential equations (PCDSDE) for network traffic
modeling to develop a technique for estimating important
network characterization parameters from the sampled data.
We illustrate the application of this measurement techniques
with results from real network traffic.

In the remainder of this paper, Section II discusses related
work. The theoretical foundations of stochastic sampling are
introduced and refined for the network measurement domain
in Section III. Section IV discusses practical implementation
issues and applications. Section V presents results to illustrate
the benefits of stochastic sampling over uniform sampling.
Section VI summarizes and concludes this paper.
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Abstract—Simulation, emulation, and wide-area testbeds exhibit differ-

ent strengths and weaknesses with respect to fidelity, scalability, and man-

ageability. Fidelity is a key concern since simulation or emulation inaccura-

cies can lead to a dramatic and qualitative impact on the results. For exam-

ple, high-bandwidth denial of service attack floods of the same rates have

very different impact on the different platforms, even if the experimental

scenario is supposedly identical. This is because many popular simulation

and emulation environments fail to account for realistic commercial router

behaviors, and incorrect results have been reported based on experiments

conducted in these environments.

In this paper, we describe the architecture of a black-box router profil-

ing tool which integrates the popular ns-2 simulator with the Click mod-

ular router and a modified network driver. We use this profiler to collect

measurements on a Cisco router. Our preliminary results demonstrate that

routers and other forwarding devices cannot be modeled as simple output

port queues, even if correct rate limits are observed. We discuss our fu-

ture work plans for using our data to create high-fidelity network simula-

tion/emulation models that are not computationally prohibitive.

Keywords— simulation, emulation, testbeds, router modeling, router

benchmarking

I. INTRODUCTION

Popular network simulators such as ns-2 [5] model any router

with no Quality of Service (QoS) support using a single queue

for every output port. The input port and switching fabric are

assumed to incur no losses and introduce no processing delays.

This simple model can significantly impact the fidelity of re-

sults when this router is a bottleneck in the simulated network.

Discrepancies between the simulated and deployment behaviors

can be especially large for security experiments (e.g., denial of

service), high bandwidth traffic (e.g., IPTV) scenarios, and net-

work planning/dimensioning experiments (e.g., ISP upgrades).

Our previous results with low-rate TCP targeted denial of ser-

vice attacks (reported in [6]) demonstrate that seemingly identi-

cal tests on various testbeds and on the ns-2 simulator produce

very different results. The discrepancies in the results arise be-

cause routers and other forwarding devices have complex ar-

chitectures with multiple queues and multiple bottlenecks (e.g.,

buses, CPUs) [2] that change in complex ways according to the

characteristics of the workload they are subjected to.

In commercial simulators such as OPNET [17] and OM-

NeT++ [1], detailed and complex models of routers, switches,

servers, protocols, links, and mainframes are provided. How-

ever, the model base needs to be constantly built and validated,

and using complicated models significantly increases computa-

tional cost, hindering scalability.

With network emulation, setups range from emulating large

segments of the network [20], [26] or just artificially shaping a

single link [14]. However, current work in emulation is focused

– Roman Chertov and Sonia Fahmy are with the Department of Computer
Science, 305 N. University St., West Lafayette, IN 47907–2107, USA. Tel: +1-
765-494-6183. Fax: +1-765-494-0739, E-mail: {rchertov,fahmy}@purdue.edu.
Ness B. Shroff is with the School of Electrical and Computer Engineer-
ing, 465 Northwestern Ave., West Lafayette, IN 47907–2035, USA. E-mail:
shroff@ecn.purdue.edu

on connectivity, delays, and link capacities. Critical proper-

ties of Internet forwarding devices such as latencies, maximum

packet forwarding rates, policies, and queue sizes are not accu-

rately incorporated, thus reducing the fidelity of the experiments

that can be carried out on emulation testbeds. These properties

are crucial when dealing with low-to-mid level routers. Com-

pared to core routers, low-to-mid level routers are more per-

formance limited, yet, due to cost, they constitute the majority

of the forwarding devices in Internet edges and enterprise net-

works, and this is where most losses in today’s Internet occur.

Accurately modeling these devices is especially important in the

case of experiments with resource-based attacks, since resource

consumption models used in simulators and emulators are not

representative of today’s commercial routers [6].

To address these fidelity issues in both simulation and emula-

tion, we propose to empirically develop models of real routers

and packet forwarding devices (e.g., a variety of Cisco and Ju-

niper routers). The construction and the validation of our mod-

els will be concurrently performed in controlled lab experiments

to reduce modeling inaccuracies. These models can then be in-

corporated into simulators such as ns-3 (currently under devel-

opment), and testbeds such as Emulab [25], DETER [9], and

VINI [3].

Previous efforts to understand and profile routers and other

devices using black box benchmarking, e.g., [18], [4], [16], [12],

have been conducted in limited settings. Our router models will

achieve higher fidelity by reflecting the specifics of the devices

under diverse conditions. However, a model that is complex and

difficult to validate is not useful. Hence, our model must meet

the following requirements: (i) the model derivation process is

the same regardless of the device; (ii) the model is dynamic, re-

flecting load changes; (iii) model parameters are derived from

actual devices under black box testing; (iv) the model is accu-

rate, but is allowed to miss special cases for the sake of scala-

bility; and (v) the model is not computationally too expensive.

However, before we can develop these models, we need a data

acquisition system. This paper focuses on the architecture of

such a system which we refer to as the Black-Box Profiler or

BBP. BBP was designed with the following considerations in

mind: simplicity, flexibility, and capability of high performance.

Our preliminary experiments with BBP underscore the need for

accurate router models, and demonstrate the feasibility of devel-

oping such models.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-

tion II summarizes related work. Section III gives an overview

of our BBP system. Sections IV and V present the details of

our system. Section VI provides the details of our test setup.

Section VII discusses our results. We conclude in Section VIII.
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Abstract—Whether it is port scans, spam, or distributed

denial-of-service attacks from botnets, unwanted traffic is

a fundamental problem in all networked systems. Although

proof-of-work has been proposed as a mechanism for

thwarting such attacks, few proof-of-work systems have

been successfully deployed. One of the problems in the

proof-of-work approach is that the systems that issue and

verify puzzles are typically located at or near the server

edge. Rather than eliminate the denial-of-service problem,

such approaches merely shift the problem from the service

itself to the proof-of-work systems protecting the service.

As a result, adversaries can disable services by flooding

the issuer, by flooding the verifier, or by flooding all of the

network links that lead to the issuer and verifier.

To address this problem, this paper proposes a new

approach for building proof-of-work systems based on

publicly verifiable client puzzles. The system works by

issuing a single “public work function” that clients must

solve for each of its subsequent requests. Because the

work function is publicly verifiable, any network device

at the client’s edge can verify that subsequent traffic will

be accepted by the service. The system mitigates floods

to the issuer since only a single work function needs to

be given per client, thus allowing duplicate requests and

replies to be supressed. The system mitigates floods to the

verifier and across links leading to the server edge by

allowing the verifier to be placed arbitrarily close to the

client adversary.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the continued presence of spam, scans, and

botnets on the Internet, it is clear that unwanted traffic

still poses significant challenges. One of the problems

is the lack of mechanisms for controlling who or how

someone accesses public services. Once its location is

known, unsolicited traffic can immediately reach any

service. There have been a number of approaches for

combating unwanted traffic with solutions ranging from

indirection [1], [2], [3], [4], filtering [5], [6], [7], capa-

bilities [8], [9], and proof-of-work [10], [11], [12], [13],

[14], [15], [16].

This material is based upon work supported by the National

Science Foundation under Grant No. CNS-0627752.

The above systems have many salient features that

must be incorporated to adequately address the problem

of unwanted traffic. Indirection provides the ability to

hide or dynamically relocate a public service in order

to prevent malicious clients from reaching the service

indefinitely. Filtering is necessary to stop unwanted

traffic as close to the source as possible. Capabilities

are necessary to give services dynamic, fine-grained

control at the request level over access. Finally, proof-of-

work is necessary to ensure adversaries commit as many

resources as they are requesting from a service.

This paper proposes an approach that integrates as-

pects of each of the techniques into a mechanism based

on “public work”. The crux of the scheme is simple.

The service, as part of advertising its location, provides

a publicly verifiable work function that the client must

solve in order to correctly reach the service. A client

must attach a valid answer to this function along with its

service request. If the client does not, then any network

device that has recorded the previous advertisement can

verify that subsequent requests are not wanted by the

service and can then drop them long before they reach

their destination. Since the service itself controls the

difficulty of the work function passed back to the clients,

it can control its reachability at a fine granularity.

II. PUBLIC WORK APPROACH

A. Basic approach

Figure 1 shows the basic approach. In the scheme, as

part of advertising its location, a service also supplies

a source-specific work function whose solution must

be calculated by the client and attached on subsequent

service requests before being given service. The work

function can be delivered either on-demand (e.g. piggy-

backed on DNS replies) or a-priori (e.g. via key inser-

tions into a DHT [3], periodic publishing [17], or pre-

fetching [18]). The novel property of the work function

is that it is publicly verifiable, that is, any network device

that receives the advertisement can determine the validity

of subsequent service requests. In addition, while the
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Abstract—Over the past several years, honeynets have proven
invaluable for understanding the characteristics of unwanted
Internet traffic from misconfigurations and malicious attacks.
In this paper, we address the problem of defending honeynets
against systematic mapping by malicious parties, so we can
ensure that honeynets remain viable in the long term. Our
approach is based on two ideas: (i) counting the number of
probes received in the honeynet, and (ii) shuffling the location
of live systems with those that comprise the honeynet in a larger
address space after the probe count has exceeded a threshold. We
describe four different strategies for randomizing the location of
the honeynet. Each strategy is defined in terms of the degree
of defense that it provides and its associated computational and
state requirements. We implement a prototype middlebox that we
call Kaleidoscope to gain practical insight on the feasibility of
these strategies. Through a series of tests we show that the system
is capable of effectively defending honeynets in large networks
with limited impact on normal traffic, and that it continues to
respond well in the face of large resource attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most basic components of malicious activity

in the Internet is the process of scanning the address space

for potentially vulnerable hosts. A fundamental challenge in

this activity is determining how to select a target address.

While many methods have been proposed, the most common

approach is by brute force, i.e., simply sending scans to all

addresses in a given network segment. While this approach

can be quite effective, it also offers the network security

community a significant opportunity for gathering detailed

information on attacks by deploying measurement systems on

the routed but otherwise unused IP addresses in a network

segment. These measurement systems are typically referred to

as a honeynet.

The value of honeynets to security analysts is certain to

be well known to their adversaries. In fact, a series of recent

studies has shown that the locations of monitoring systems

used to gather data for well-known reporting services such

as Dshield.org [28] can be pinpointed using active probing

methods [6], [24], [21]. One must assume that savvy ad-

versaries have either adopted these methods already or will

do so in the near future. If so, then they will be able to

create blacklists, which they can incorporate into their tool,

and thereby avoid being tracked by honeynets. Obviously,

this would have a serious, detrimental impact on the network

security community.

In this paper we address the problem of protecting hon-

eynets from adversaries who seek to systematically identify the

addresses that are monitored. We propose an approach that is

based on shuffling monitored addresses with addresses used by

live (and potentially vulnerable) systems so that an adversary

is unable to be certain of the honeynet’s location. In this case,

the problem boils down to two important questions: when to

shuffle? and how to shuffle? In the case of the former, we make

a simplifying if conservative assumption for this paper, which

is to shuffle as soon as we count one probe sent to each of

the N addresses monitored by the honeynet. We discuss more

realistic probing strategies in [7]. The issue of how to shuffle

actually has two components: the method for randomizing the

honeynet’s location, and the network mechanism that will be

used to facilitate the shuffling.

We describe a series of techniques for randomizing the

honeynet’s location within a large address space. While ran-

dom shuffling at the granularity of individual IP addresses is

optimal in terms of hiding the honeynet, it may not be practical

from an implementation perspective. Therefore, we describe

four different policies for shuffling blocks of IP addresses that

trade off frequency of shuffling with the amount of state that

is maintained by the shuffling mechanism.

Our deployment strategy is based on a middlebox that sits

in front of the live hosts and the honeynet. To investigate

the feasibility of this approach, we implemented a prototype

system that we call Kaleidoscope. The basic functionality

of Kaleidoscope includes counting probes to the honeynet,

shuffling addresses using one of the four proposed methods,

and providing network address translation between the systems

outside of the target network and both live and honeynet

systems within. We use this system in a series of laboratory-

based experiments with different traffic load profiles. Our

prototype system demonstrates that the shuffling policies can

be implemented efficiently, with minimal latency (under a

millisecond) and zero packet loss, under traffic loads typical

for a large campus and under different types of malicious

attacks. While quantifying the level of protection afforded by

this system is beyond the scope of this work, we argue that

the effective level of protection provided by this system is

sufficient for all but the most determined adversary.
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Abstract—Blind techniques to detect network

applications—approaches that do not consider packet

contents—are increasingly desirable because they have

fewer legal and privacy concerns, and they can be robust

to application changes and intentional cloaking. In this

paper we identify several behaviors that are inherent to

peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic and demonstrate that they can

detect both BitTorrent and Gnutella hosts using only

packet header and timing information. We identify three

basic behaviors: failed connections, the ratio of incoming

and outgoing connections, and the use of unprivileged

ports. We quantify the effectiveness of our approach

using two day-long traces, achieve up to an 83% true

positive rate with only a 2% false positive rate. Our

system is suitable for on-line use, with 75% of new P2P

peers detected in less than 10 minutes of trace data.

I. INTRODUCTION
Identifying and filtering network traffic is central to

firewalls and intrusion-detection systems. The majority

of these systems deployed today use ports or packet

signatures to classify traffic for filtering. While fast and

effective for typical traffic, these approaches are becom-

ing less effective because both ports and packet contents

are easy to conceal, either intentionally or accidentally.

We see three reasons for a greater need to identify

network applications by packet header information alone,

rather than packet payload. First, benign traffic often

varies its port usage and packet contents. For example,

traffic using remote-procedure calls, multiplexed proto-

cols such as SOAP, or UDP-based protocols such as

SIP often varies port usage and communicates ports out-

of-band. An increasing use of traffic encryption hides

packet-contents, both with network-level approaches like

IPsec, and application-level tunnels like ssh or TLS.

Second, malware and protocols that receive mixed

acceptance often intentionally hide their identity by

varying port usage and packet contents. Protocols such

as Skype and P2P file sharing often hide themselves out

of concern for restrictive use policies in some networks.

Finally, even when traffic is not accidentally or ac-

tively concealing itself, government and ISP policy con-

cerns often prevent analysis of data packet contents. For

example, in the United States, laws about student privacy

and wiretapping can be interpreted to preclude analysis

of packet data contents.

The goal of this paper is to identify network appli-

cations based on their inherent characteristics without

considering packet contents. We therefore distinguish ap-

plication behaviors that are easily changed or incidental,

from those behaviors that are inherent and would incur a

performance penalty or require application restructuring

to change. In this sense, we are investigating blind

techniques to identify applications [7].

We evaluate our approach by considering two popular

P2P file sharing applications: BitTorrent and Gnutella.

We evaluate our detection methods with two full day

traffic traces taken from a regional ISP in 2005 and 2006,

and compare our detection rates to ground truth obtained

by manual analysis of the data.

The contribution of this paper is the identification

and evaluation of several metrics that are applicable to

blind identification of multiple types of P2P file sharing

applications. Unlike prior work, our metrics can work

when traffic views are incomplete and/or unidirectional,

and our protocols are light-weight and able to run in

near-real-time. We show that even with an incomplete

traffic view (two of five links to an ISP), these metrics

can detect hosts running BitTorrent applications with

an 83% true positive rate with a 2% false positive rate

and detect hosts running Gnutella with a a 75% true

positive rate with a 4% false positive rate. Our approach

is suitable for environments where privacy is a strong

concern, and where on-line identification of P2P sharing

can trigger secondary checks that could not be done

after-the-fact, perhaps to differentiate between sharing

of open and restricted content. Of the P2P peers caught

by our system, 75% required less than 10 minutes of

trace data to determine P2P activity.

II. RELATED WORK

There are three general areas of related work: detec-

tion based on port, packet payload, and traffic behavior.

Port- and payload-based signatures are widely used

today. Unfortunately, both rely on incidental behaviors:

port assignments are easily changed, and payload con-

tents can be hidden by encryption or randomization. We

therefore do not consider these approaches further.

An alternative is to detect based on network behaviors

such as an application’s communication pattern, since
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Abstract—We consider the question ”What if we could

redesign the Internet, how would we do it?” The prelim-

inary proposal discussed in this paper is based on two

observations – today, and in the future, wireless access by

users will be the predominant mode of communication and

communication typically follows a group-pattern where

groups of people and/or entities engage in a specific

communication activity. Using these two observations, we

propose a novel group-based architecture with the goal of

making the Internet more usable as well as invisible to

users.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the networking community today, there is an ongo-

ing discussion around the question: “if we had to design

the Internet again, how would we do it?”. Numerous

researchers have weighed in with different requirements

that such a design should satisfy and there have also

been many proposals for designs (or components). Our

goal in this paper is not to extensively survey the various

designs, but rather to add our $0.02 to the discussion. We

note that the proposal here is modest and should not be

thought of as a complete solution but rather as a piece

of one.

The starting point for our discussion is by asking the

question: “what kind of an Internet do people really

want?” It appears that people don’t really want to know

about the “Internet” in the sense that we, in the network-

ing community, do. For instance, the mechanical aspects

of today’s so-called cool activities like downloading

music to a laptop, sharing, gaming, and so forth may

well be viewed a decade or two later as primitive. Rather,

in our view, what people want is to have the Internet

be there just like air is – you use it constantly without

being aware of doing so. An example of a similar trend

in another domain is the replacement of film cameras

with digital – the point always was to take pictures, the

technology just got in the way. Likewise, people want

to participate in all the social and information-based

activities made possible by the Internet, they probably

would just as well not know how it works.

In the remainder of this paper we provide a partial

design of some aspects of such an Internet. In section

II we argue that the fundamental unit of communication

should be a group and consider routing in this context.

Next, in section III we describe our view of the Internet

architecture that can enable our vision of an invisible

Internet.

II. PREMISE 1: GROUP-BASED NETWORKING

In order to motivate the design, a useful question to

ask is, who are the power users of the Internet, today

and in the future? The obvious answer, the people,

is only partially correct . Indeed, other power users

include autonomous systems like national defense or

global banking systems with their automated trading

widgets, and so forth. In all of these cases, we note that

the mode of operation involves communication within

well-defined groups1. In the case of people, examples of

groups include online gaming communities and social

networks, or members of a family sharing photos, or even

a person surfing the web. In the latter case, the group is

trivial and consists of two entities whose composition

changes constantly. In other cases, like the banking sys-

tems or sensor networks, groups are persistent. Another

characterstic of groups is the barrier to entry into a group.

For banking, this barrier is quite high and typically

uses out-of-band mechanisms to change the group’s

composition. However, for online gaming (and possibly

for commercial sensor networks that provide specific

services), the barrier to entry is very small and may at

most include a fee for service. A third charactersitic we

note is the composition of a group itself – the entities

may not always be people, they can be widgets or even

groups. Based on these observations, we can write:

1We are not referring to multicast groups but to a set of commu-
nicating entities.
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Abstract—Using domain names for routing, instead of IP pre-
fixes, has the potential to address many of the core outstanding
issues in today’s Internet. To initiate research in that direction, this
paper compares the performance of name-based routing in the core
of the Internet with that of IPv4 routing. Our analysis concludes
that name-based routing is well within the scope of feasibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

Users of popular Internet applications specify service end

points using human-friendly domain names. The domain name

service (DNS) resolves these domain names into IP addresses

and the underlying communication subsystem uses only the IP

addresses to deliver data. This setup has worked well so far.

However, today, the unallocated IPv4 address space is scant

and the DNS infrastructure is vulnerable to many types of

financial and security attacks, including denial-of-service (DoS)

and phishing.

Solutions to address both of these concerns have been

proposed. IPv6 [1] proposes to solve the address exhaustion

problem. However, it is not clear how scalable it would be

under multi-homing, traffic engineering and sub-optimal prefix

allocations [2]. DNSSEC [3] proposes to address security issues

related to DNS. Its adoption has been hindered in part due to

the lack of key distribution authority in the Internet.

This paper takes a fresh approach to solving address exhaus-

tion and DNS security-related concerns. It envisions a future

Internet that replaces the IP-based addressing and routing in the

Internet with one where hosts are identified only by their domain

names and the routing subsystem forwards packets based on

domain names. (Subsequently, we refer to the latter scheme as

name-based routing.) Using the widely-accepted domain names

as host identifiers has the advantage that the end users do not

have to be concerned with aspects of Internet evolution. This

is important to make transition to the new scheme practical. If

adopted, name-based routing would have the following impact:

Address space: The domain names are infinitely expandable

in practice. Thus, address space exhaustion concerns will be

alleviated.

DNS infrastructure: A translation from domain names to IP

addresses would no longer be required, eliminating the need to

have the DNS infrastructure1. Thus, all the DNS-related security

attacks will be eliminated.

Provider switch: Currently, IP addresses serve both as iden-

tifiers as well as locators, making it hard for organizations who

lease network prefixes from their providers to change providers.

Since domain names are provider independent, this restriction

will be eliminated under name-based routing.

Many challenges need to be addressed before name-based

routing can become a reality. First, the IP header will have

1Routing would still have to be secured. This issue would remained unchanged
from today.

to be redesigned such that packets can contain domain names

instead of IP addresses. Second, the routing protocols will also

have to be redesigned to exchange domain names instead of

IP prefixes. Third, scalability aspects of name-based routing

tables and forwarding speeds will have to be considered. Fourth,

support for multi-homing, mobility, and advanced services, such

as multicasting and anycasting, will have to be provisioned.

Finally, since a transition to the new scheme cannot occur

overnight, issues in backward compatability would have to be

carefully examined.

In this paper, we take a first step at investigating the feasibility

of name-based routing. Our focus is primarily on comparing

the performance of name-based packet forwarding with modern

IPv4 packet forwarding. Specifically, we evaluate the feasibility

of name-based routing in terms of the time required to create,

look up, and update routing tables in the core of the Internet,

and the corresponding storage requirements.

Toward our goal, we use data from the DMOZ Open Directory

Project [4], which contains user submitted links, and the Route

Views Project [5], which makes route announcements available

to the research community. We implement various longest prefix

algorithms used by IPv4 routers in software. The analysis

produces encouraging results. While the lookup, creation, and

update times of IPv4 are faster than name-based routing, the

name-based routing results are of the same order and certainly

not beyond the scope of feasibility. The biggest obstacle for

name-based routing is the size of the routing table, which

requires several orders of magnitude more storage than the

corresponding IPv4 tables. We explore the viability of caching

to reduce the number of entries in the routing table and also

highlight an approach to perform domain aggregation to further

reduce the number of entries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we

outline currently used approaches for IP routing. In Section III,

we discuss name-based routing and analyze its performance.

Section IV discusses approaches to optimize the memory re-

quired for the name-based routing. Finally, Sections V and VI

outline related work and open issues respectively.

II. BACKGROUND

Routing in the Internet is made possible by the border gateway

protocol (BGP). BGP allows routers in each domain to exchange

reachability information about IPv4 prefixes owned by various

organizations. The end result of this exchange is a forwarding

table at each BGP router which contains outgoing interfaces

corresponding to the prefixes. This table is referred to as the

forwarding information base (FIB) for BGP routers. To forward

packets toward their destination addresses, routers employ a

longest prefix match on prefixes contained in the FIB. This

operation must be performed quickly to accommodate gigabit
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Abstract— A fundamental problem in studying peer-to-
peer networks is the evaluation of new protocols. This
paper presents OverSim, a flexible overlay network simu-
lation framework based on OMNeT++. It was designed to
fulfill a number of requirements that have been partially
neglected by existing simulation frameworks. OverSim
includes several structured and unstructured peer-to-peer
protocols like Chord, Kademlia and Gia. These protocol
implementations can be used for both simulation as well
as real world networks. To facilitate the implementation of
additional protocols and to make them more comparable
OverSim provides several common functions like a generic
lookup mechanism for structured peer-to-peer networks
and an RPC interface. Several exchangeable underlay
network models allow to simulate complex heterogeneous
underlay networks as well as simplified networks for large-
scale simulations. We show that with OverSim simulations
of overlay networks with up to 100,000 nodes are feasible.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the analysis of overlay protocols is an
important task, because peer-to-peer applications are
widely used and deployed. In the ScaleNet [1] project
several academic research groups and industry partners
are working on next generation networks focusing on
fixed-mobile convergence and fast service deployment.
Our goal in ScaleNet is to study how overlay networks
can support such fast and cost efficient deployment of
new services.

Next generation networks comprise heterogeneous ac-
cess networks and a high mobility rate of user terminals.
A foreseen feature of these networks could be the support
of overlay networks by dedicated devices in the access
networks to alleviate user terminals from overlay traffic.
Existing peer-to-peer simulators do not support simula-
tion of networks with these special properties. They also
exhibit several major drawbacks described below. There-
fore, we decided to develop a more flexible simulation

framework called OverSim based on the discrete event
simulation system OMNeT++ [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
section II we take a closer look at existing peer-to-peer
simulators to avoid their shortcomings in our simulator.
In section III we compile a list of requirements that
we think are essential for a new approach. The detailed
design of our simulation framework is described in
section IV. In section V we evaluate the performance
of OverSim.

A validation of the first simulation results is shown
in section VI. Finally we present our ideas for enhance-
ments and possible next steps for discussion in section
VII followed by the conclusion in section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

There are several peer-to-peer simulators available:
P2PSim [3] is a discrete event simulator for structured

overlay networks written in C++. It comes with seven
peer-to-peer protocols implemented including the more
recent protocols Koorde [4] and Kademlia [5]. There is
a number of different underlaying network models, all
of them, however, on a rather abstract level of detail,
making it hard to simulate the dedicated overlay devices
in the access networks mentioned above. P2PSim is
largely undocumented and therefore hard to extend.

OverlayWeaver [6] is a peer-to-peer overlay construc-
tion toolkit written in Java which can be used for easy
development and testing of new overlay protocols and
applications. The toolkit contains a so-called Distributed
Environment Emulator which invokes and hosts multiple
instances of Java applications on a single computer.
This allows the simulation of up to 4,000 nodes. Since
simulations have to be run in real-time and there is no
statistical output, its use as an overlay network simulator
is very limited.
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